FCA is a 501c3 nonprofit organization working in partnership with rural communities to keep the water flowing for farms, food, and fish.
80% of water consumption

6,500 farms

480 billion gallons

Conventional Practices
Where We Started

- In 1996 Farmers Irrigation District (FID) lost its infrastructure to a severe flood.
- FID created and patented the Farmers Screen.
- FCA takes the screen to market, invests profits to benefit the common good.
In 2015, FCA launches the Irrigation Modernization Program
1. Arnold ID*** - $200k
2. Burn River ID - $200k
3. Central Oregon ID*** - $200k
4. East Fork ID*** - $200k
5. Hermiston ID - $200k
6. Klamath DD - $200k
7. Klamath ID - $200k
8. Lone Pine ID*** - $200k
9. Lost and Boulder DID - $200k
10. Medford ID - $200k
11. Modoc Point ID - $200k
12. North Unit ID*** - $200k
13. Ochoco ID*** - $200k
14. Owyhee ID - $200k
15. Powder Valley WCD - $200k
16. Rogue River Valley ID - $200k
17. Santiam WCD - $200k
18. Swalley ID*** - $16.2 million
19. Talent ID - $200k
20. Three Sisters ID - $2.2 million
21. Tumalo ID*** - $28.2 million
22. Upper Lostine Ditches - $200k
23. Wallowa Lake ID - $16.2 million
24. Westland ID - $200k

- Deschutes Basin Board of Control
  - $10 million split across basin
- Watershed Planning District

*** This map was compiled by FCA as a visualization tool and is not intended for legal purposes. FCA is not liable for any damages caused by omissions or errors in the data displayed herein. ***
Projected Impact

602 cubic feet per second
Water Saved

346 miles
Stream Miles Improved

68,565 MWh
Energy Conserved

40 MW
Renewable Energy Potential

23,926 jobs
Jobs Supported
THREE SISTERS IRRIGATION DISTRICT

WATSON HYDRO (200kW) RIBBON CUTTING, 2019